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ere is a good comparison image of
sasquatch, human, and yeti heads.
The chins of the sasquatch and human
would be about even. With the yeti, you
have to use your imagination.
The human would be an adult male
about 27 to 30 years old, about 5 feet, 9
inches tall. The sasquatch would be about
7.5 feet tall (standing height), and the
yeti, I will say about 7 feet tall (standing
height).
The skull of a sasquatch would be
very large—even larger than that of a
yeti. I am reminded of the story about two
young Native boys in BC who found a
cave and within it two skulls that they
said were so large they could fit them
over their heads. If you imagine that my
human head shown was a skull of a boy
about 9 years old, this might not be too
far-fetched. The boys told their father of
their finding and were told never to go
back to the cave. Certainly, just a story,
but the math is in the ballpark. Keep in
mind that the average height of a
sasquatch is said to be 8 feet; and that’s
just the walking height.
Dr. Jeff Meldrum created a sasquatch
skeleton using mathematics based on the
P/G film and other sources. He is seen on
the right with his creation. Although Dr.
Meldrum has a different opinion of what
a sasquatch would look like, the head size
would be comparable.
Whatever the case, the fact remains
that a primate of some sort that is
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Model skull display at the
Lacey Museum: 2 modern
human, relict hominoid,
gorilla, Gigantopithecus, and
sasquatch.

exceedingly tall and massive by human
standards is continually sighted in our
forests and even close to rural communities. Bears in British Columbia and
Alaska can actually be taller and more
massive than the average sasquatch.
However, they seldom walk on two legs;
let alone run, leap and jump on their
stubby back legs. We can note, however,
that bears have no trouble finding food
(mainly fish), so sasquatch would not
have a problem either. That fact has been
confirmed by professional wildlife
people.
I agree that we should have found a
sasquatch skull by this time, but I am not
sure we haven’t (hidden somewhere in a
museum).
The late Dr. John Bindernagel was
what we call a “field researcher” (not an
armchair researcher like me). I knew him
and can vouch that he was a very honest
and “uncomplicated” scientist. He went
on record with a book declaring the
reality of sasquatch, so bones must be out
there somewhere.
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Dr. Jeff Meldrum with the sasquatch
skeleton he created. The skeleton resides
with the company that funded the project
and is not available for display in a
museum exhibit.

DNA DILEMMA
y article on DNA in the previous
issue of Bits & Pieces resulted in a
reply by Dr. Haskell Hart.
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Chris,
Thanks for the opportunity to reply.
You are an open-minded guy.
I had only one specific disagreement
with the DNA article:
"As DNA does not identify characteristics within the same species, then
DNA that results in “modern human”
cannot be differentiated if the
sasquatch is in fact a modern
human—just happens to be 10 feet
tall and covered in hair."
Actually, DNA determines ALL the
physical characteristics of an
individual and IS used to differentiate
individuals of the same species, e.g.,
those with a particular type of cancer
from those without, or those who are
dwarfs from normal sized individuals. The challenge to geneticists
is to find the specific genes which
control these differences in among
the over 3 billion base pairs. Based
on the many observations of sasquatch, there are significant physical
differences from modern humans
and probably even more "invisible"
differences related to intelligence,
speech, metabolism, digestion, and
others. After all, the DNA of
Neanderthal, Denisovan, and Heidelberg Man are all significantly
different from the DNA of modern
human, even in the limited mtDNA
genome. The nuclear genome of
Neanderthal has shown even more
differences. And I wouldn’t expect
that sasquatch is closer to human
than these three relict hominoids,
though it is possible. Only DNA
obtained from a sasquatch specimen
in hand (dead or alive) will ultimately
answer these questions; that from
unidentified sources will always be
questionable, even if it indicates
"unknown primate." Science is hard
to convince, as it should be.
Best wishes to you,
Haskell

COMMENT: For certain, DNA is the
“blueprint” for an orqanism’s body, so
every minute feature would have to be
included. I envision the day when DNA
will be plugged into PowerPoint and we
see an image of whatever the DNA is
from, plus its entire “specifications.”
Nevertheless, it appears we are
marginally there in finding differences in
DNA within the same species.
The dilemma I have is whether or not it
is worthwhile spending thousands of
dollars analyzing trace evidence like
alleged sasquatch hair. Personally, I
believe that without scientific assistance
in research, it will take a dead sasquatch
placed on the doorstep of the Smithsonian
Institution to get attention.
—00—

his is the cover of the first book John
Green wrote and self published in
1968. The cover folds out so that the large
footprint is life-size (15 inches), the idea
being that one could compare his or her
own foot to the image.
Printed on the inside of the front
cover there is a letter from Dr. Clifford
Carl, then director of the Provincial
Museum in Victoria, BC (now called the
Royal Museum). The letter is shown
below. Keep in mind that it was written
51 years ago. You might be amused with
the last sentence saying that the book “…
might speed the day when scientific proof
is at last made available.”
In October of the previous year
(1967) the University of BC was given a
screening of the Patterson and Gimlin
film. Patterson and Gimlin were there
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along with a host of other sasquatch
researchers. A room-full of scientists and
professionals were gathered for the event,
which had a total of 35 attendees.
I will guess that the event was so
well-attended because Don Abbott of the
Provincial Museum had been to
California in August 1967 and had seen
numerous footprints on the Blue Creek
Mountain road. Green had invited him
down to have a look. Abbott came back
totally astounded and when informed of
the film by Green asked that it be shown
at the university. Abbott had not seen the
film, but Green had, so Abbott would
have trusted Green’s word. Thereupon,
we can conclude that Abbott promoted
attendance at the film screening.
The event was likely the biggest
catastrophe in sasquatch research history.
The general consensus was that the film
was a hoax and Abbott abandoned the
sasquatch subject. It is astounding to me
that not one of the scientists in the group
asked Patterson for a copy of the film so
that he could do a little personal analysis.
The year 1968 was not exactly the dark
ages; the US was on the Moon the
following year.
Subsequent analysis of the film by
scientists in Europe (1971) was highly
revealing, essentially concluding that the
film was not a hoax.
Of course, this is all “water under the
bridge,” but I think it is both entertaining
and intriguing to read exactly what John
Green said about the Patterson and
Gimlin film in the book I have featured.
The following are the applicable pages.
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COMMENT: John determined that the sasquatch was about 3 inches taller than McClarin and added this to McClarin’s
height of 77.5 inches, arriving at 80.5 inches, or 6 feet 8.5 inches. What he failed to notice was that McClarin would be a
maximum of 74.5 inches walking height. This means that the sasquatch according to John was at most 77.5 inches (6 feet,
6 inches). At this height, the sasquatch was about 134 feet from the camera using the formula for objects and distances in a
photograph. It was subsequently determined that the sasquatch was 87.5 inches tall (7 feet, 3 inches) and was about 151
feet from the camera.
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